
1 Quickstart Implementation

Gimmal understands that Information 
Management is not an easy process to adopt and 
software implementations can be cumbersome 
and time-consuming.

Gimmal Quickstart Implementation gets you up 
and running quickly and efficiently so that you 
can start your information management strategy 
as soon as possible with the least amount of 
burden. Our expert team quickly identifies what 
you need and your requirements provides a quickstart implementation strategy and expert product training. 

Now you can have a proper information management system and strategy ready to go right when you need it. 

Key Benefits
• Deploy our software as quickly and effectively as possible
• Get the most value from your information from the start

• Rest easy with ongoing support for continued success

Key Features

Product Support:  
Once you are running in production, we do 
not just leave you without guidance and 
support. As a part of the quick start, we will 
provide production support to ensure your 
continued success with our product

Configuration:  
Based on your specific requirements, we 
will configure our products to operate with 
the utmost efficiency and provide the most 
business value

Quickstart 
Implementation 
Complete your software implementation from 

planning to production in record time. Our 

Quickstart Implementation services are designed 

to get your software deployed correctly and 

efficiently and to provide your team with best 
practices to hit the ground running quickly.  

“Gimmal provides an extensive professional service and support team 

with years of industry and technical experience to ensure our clients 

always receive the best experience with their Gimmal software.” 

– Karen Goode, Director - Client Success, Gimmal
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Features
• Requirements Gathering: We will conduct 

workshops following best practices to gather  

the right information and create the best strategy.  

We provide best practice templates that make  

this task less cumbersome.

• Installation: Our implementation experts work 

quickly to implement Gimmal software in your 

environment properly

• Configuration: Based on your specific 
requirements, we will configure our software to 
operate with the utmost efficiency and provide  
the most business value
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About Gimmal
At Gimmal, we believe organizations deserve to spend time on what really matters to them. We help our customers 
focus on their core missions by simplifying the management of information, no matter where it exists. Gimmal software 
solutions establish a new standard for productivity by providing the unique ability to manage information no matter 
where it exists. Our software ensures important information is managed across all systems with audit-ready policies on 
SharePoint, Office 365, Box, OneDrive for Business, legacy ECM platforms, file shares, and in physical formats. Content 
can be stored in secure record centers or managed in-place.  For SAP®, Gimmal simplifies business processes by unifying 
content and data with Office 365.

Gimmal customers realize their digital transformation strategies more quickly, ensure records compliance and security 
more easily, and connect content with business transactions to improve efficiency and lower costs. 

Learn more at www.gimmal.com.
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• Training: A configured and installed product is  
not useful without proper training. We will conduct 

personnel training to ensure you are utilizing 

proper techniques and best practices.

• Production Support: Once you are running in 

production, we do not just leave you without 

guidance and support. As a part of the quick start, 

we will provide production support to ensure your 

continued success with our product.
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